Shapeshifter
by Lee Meredith - leethalknits.com

One simple pattern, infinite possibility! Shapeshifter is
an asymmetrical chevron shaped knit piece which can
be worn in a seemingly endless number of cowl and
hooded cowl shapes!
To make it even more customizable, this is an anygauge pattern, which means you choose absolutely
any yarn you want, and pick the needles to get the
gauge you like, then do some simple math to make
your unique piece!
The eyelet pattern along all edges and the chevron
seam is designed for maximum versatility - with
buttonholes everywhere, it's so much fun to play with
different positions and shapes!
While the Shapeshifter can be complex to wear, it's
very simple to knit, and is a great pattern for a
beginner looking to branch out! The chevron "lace" is
just eyelet holes made with easy yarn-overs and
decreases, and there is no shaping or anything, just a
big, flat piece of fabric.
Different gauges will result in different fits and shapes
- a bulky, tightly knit Shapeshifter will be more
sculptural, holding its poses, with less drape. A finer
or more loosely knit piece will fall freely into its own
shape, and perhaps act more as a shawl when
positioned as such. Make yourself a few different
versions in different weights and fibers, and have a
Shapeshifter handy for whatever the weather and
outfit call for!
Shapeshifter is copyright Lee Meredith 2010 - for
personal use only (ok to sell finished items for charity
purposes) and no reprinting or redistributing - thanks!
Email leemeredith@gmail.com with any questions,
etc.

You need
‣ your choice of yarn (the orange sample is in bulky,
now-discontinued Rowan Cork, held double for a
super bulky weight; the other sample is
handspun, around worsted weight)
-- bulky: 200-250 yards / 180-230 meters
-- worsted: 250-320 yards / 230-290 meters
-- sport: 300-400 yards / 275-365 meters
‣ your choice of needles to match your yarn - a long
circular (24" or longer) works well to hold all the
stitches (the bulky sample was on US 11’s,
handspun on 9’s)
‣ a ruler and/or measuring tape
‣ 1 stitch marker
‣ 3 or more buttons (size depends on gauge)

Get started
First knit a gauge swatch in stockinette stitch (knit
the right side and purl the wrong side), with whatever
yarn and needles you want to use, knitting at your
normal tension. You'll get the most accurate
measurement if you work up over 4 inches, then
measure how many stitches are in 4 inches, and
divide that by 2 to get x.
Stitches per 2 inches = x
Grab a calculator, or your computer or phone
application, and find C and A. (C is the cast-on
number, and A is one third of C, because the chevron
seam is one third of the way across the piece.)
10x rounded to the nearest multiple of 6 = C
"Nearest multiple of 6" means that the number
divided by 6 is a whole number (no decimal/fraction),
or 6 times something = C ("something" not being a
fraction).
For reference, multiples of 6:
C ÷ 3 = A
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Wear it

Happy knitting!

This is the fun part! Play around and find your favorite
styles...

Head to leethalknits.com for lots more unique and
innovative accessory designs by Lee Meredith!
(leethal on ravelry!)

Hooded or no hood:
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